Outsmart Them All
Phishing Simulation & Training Kit
Inspire your employees to detect and report the
phishing emails invading their inbox.

Phishing simulation & training kit
Cleaning up after a phishing incident can take hours or days. Setting up this 12-month phishing simulation
and training campaign takes five minutes.
This kit includes everything you need to run a simulated phishing and training program to educate your
employees, motivate behavior change and keep your organization cyber secure.

How it works
Measure
your baseline
phish rate

Analyze

Launch

performance
and compare to
baseline data

quarterly phishing
campaigns

Reinforce

Train

lessons with posters and
awareness training

phished learners
automatically
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What’s included
Phishing templates
»

5 Impersonation templates

»

5 Enticing Offer templates

»

5 Brand Imitation templates

»

5 Advanced Attack templates

Demo Infosec IQ to see 1,000+ phishing templates & training tools

DEMO

Animated education pages
15 animated gifs delivered in the teachable moment to
highlight phishing red flags

Posters
10 themed posters to reinforce critical security concepts

Get the first training unit free!
Download the free Impersonation training unit for phishing templates, educational gifs and posters.

DOWNLOAD
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Training units
This kit includes four training units built to test and educate your employees on the most common phishing
techniques they face. While we recommend using the following pre-built training units to run quarterly simulated
phishing campaigns, you can customize the unit order, campaign cadence and phishing templates to meet your
organization’s needs.

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Impersonation
This training unit features phishing templates impersonating coworkers, organization leaders and personal
acquaintances. The corresponding training educates employees on common tactics such as the use of authority,
messages of urgency and how easily cybercriminals can uncover and use personal information in targeted phishing
attacks.

Phishing templates
»

Manager Question - Proposal

»

Facebook - Video

»

Human Resources - W-2 Review

»

Wire Transfer - Manager Approval

»

Real Estate Agent

Quick tip!
Some Impersonation phishing templates
use manager name and email variables.
Confirm use with your management team
or adjust the templates as appropriate.

Animated education pages
»

Who’s (not) the boss?

»

Sneaking secrets

»

Please (don’t) send money!

»

Friend or faux

Posters
»
»

Pinpocket
Gramscam

Want to try the Infosec IQ phishing simulation tool?

RUN FREE TEST
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Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Enticing offers
This training unit features phishing templates offering prizes and extravagant deals to entice a click from your
employees. The corresponding education teaches employees that if an offer is too good to be true, it’s probably a
scam. The training tools also warn employees about the use of urgency in phishing emails and the consequences of
malicious links and websites.

Phishing templates
»

Starbucks - Free Coffee (Fake Coupons and Deals)

»

Best Buy - Free TV

»

Google Drive - Shared Document

»

Ebay - Free Spending Spree

»

Coinbase Bitcoin Offer

Animated education pages
»

Click here to collect your prize!

»

Pay up, or the data gets it!

»

Act now while supplies last!

Posters
»

Shadybug

»

Bytedown

»

BuyBye Brigade

CLAIM

YOUR

Demo Infosec IQ to see 1,000+ phishing templates & training tools.

PRIZE

DEMO
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Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Brand imitation
This training unit features phishing templates imitating familiar business and consumer brands to steal money
and login credentials or deliver malware. The corresponding education trains employees to inspect even the most
legitimate-looking emails from top brands and sheds light on the tactics cybercriminals use to disguise phishing
emails.

Phishing templates
»

Disney+ - Free Trial

»

UPS - BSC

»

Target - Order Confirmation

»

Apple - iPhone 11

»

Department of Labor - W2

Animated education pages
»

Sale Today on Scams!

»

Your scam has arrived

»

Pay to: A. Phisher

»

Department of Scams and Phisheries

Posters
»

Monstore

»

Bugbox

»

Bad Owemen

Want to try the Infosec IQ phishing simulation tool?

RUN FREE TEST
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Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Advanced attacks
This training unit features some of Infosec IQ’s best-disguised phishing templates using tried-and-true phishing
techniques frequently used by cybercriminals. The corresponding training covers concepts such as page spoofing,
domain typosquatting and the most authentic-looking emails to teach employees the best ways to identify and
report these attacks.

Phishing templates
»

PayPal - Account Suspended

»

Google - Password Reset (Data Entry)

»

Office 365 - Voicemail (Data Entry)

»

Netflix - Payment Error

»

Password Expiration - Keep Your Password

Animated education pages
»

Copy and phish

»

Act now or else!

»

Scam dot com

»

Change your password now!

Posters
»

Cy-Cloner

»

Typ-Ogre

Infosec IQ simulated phishing emails contain fair use, brand logos to replicate authentic, in-the-wild phishing attacks. Phished learners are immediately
redirected to an Infosec IQ education page to remove brand confusion and turn the interaction into an educational moment.

Demo Infosec IQ to see 1,000+ phishing templates & training tools.

DEMO

66

Launch your simulated phishing program in Infosec IQ
It’s possible to run a phishing program without a simulated phishing platform, but it certainly isn’t easy. With a
security awareness and phishing simulation platform like Infosec IQ, you can launch a year-long phishing and
education program in minutes. Plus you’ll always have a fresh supply of phishing templates, education tools and
automated reports to share results with stakeholders.
The following instructions explain how to launch the Outsmart Them All Phishing Campaign Kit in Infosec IQ.

Step 1: PhishSim™
Add a new PhishSim campaign.

Step 2: Learners
Add a campaign name for the first training unit, select branding and add learners to the campaign.

Step 3: Content
Select one of the four Outsmart Them All
batteries. Next, select the “Send Random
Phishing Templates” option and choose
“3” from the template dropdown. With this
configuration, Infosec IQ will randomly
deliver three of the five phishing templates
to each employee over the course of the
campaign.

Step 4: Phished Actions
Use the Default Phished Notification or
build your own.
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Step 5: Learner Replies
Check the box to track replies to your simulated phishing emails. This campaign kit does not include BEC phishing
templates, which means reply tracking will not affect learner or campaign phish rates.

Step 6: Schedule
Choose the “Send Phishing Attacks Over Time” option. Next, select “Schedule a single campaign run or repeat over
multiple runs”, choose your start date, campaign length, phished learner action and set Repeat to 0.

Quick tip!
Schedule each of the four phishing
campaigns to run for 90 days to extend
your simulated phishing program
throughout the entire year.

Save and schedule your PhishSim campaign.

Rinse & repeat
After you build your first campaign, clone your campaign to build the second training unit. Edit your campaign
clone, replace the template battery and update the launch schedule.

Try Infosec IQ simulated phishing

RUN FREE TEST

See the entire Infosec IQ security awareness and training platform

REQUEST A DEMO
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3 tips to ensure campaign success
Measure early & often
The most important step in measuring success is tracking your ongoing phishing campaign results against your
employees’ baseline performance. However, ongoing analysis allows you to identify trends and adjust simulated
phishing techniques or education to ensure your program is actually inspiring behavior change.
Keep a close eye on phishing data and remember, qualitative observations can be just as beneficial as quantitative
data for assessing and sharing the success of your program with stakeholders.

Quantitative observations
»
»
»

Qualitative observations

Phish rate
Email report rate
Security incidents

»
»
»

Employee sentiment
Interactions with the IT/security team
Leadership feedback

Layer in security awareness & training
This phishing simulation and training kit can help you deliver a year-long simulated phishing program with antiphishing education. However, employee cybersecurity isn’t limited to phishing. Consider adding a security awareness
program covering every NIST-recommended cybersecurity topic to your employee training strategy.

Keep the momentum
The job of security awareness and training isn’t complete when your campaign ends. Once your program is finished,
keep your security awareness momentum going with new security awareness campaigns and training materials.

Need to Know

WORKed

Marine Lowlifes

Modern security awareness training
that entertains and educates

Security is no laughing matter.
Wait...

Engaging phishing training
made easy

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

About Infosec
At Infosec, we believe knowledge is the most powerful tool in the fight against cybercrime. We provide the best certification and skills
development training for IT and security professionals, as well as employee security awareness training and phishing simulations.
Learn more at infosecinstitute.com.
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